Protect your IT assets!

#1 in environmental friendly systems
How important is your data stored on the network servers?
The loss of data is the worst thing that can happen to a
company. Most companies even store their back-up data in
the same server cabinet. It is a well-known fact that a fire
can occur because of the heat generated by the power
supplies of servers and systems. The heat in modern IT
cabinets can rise to pretty high temperatures, which makes it
very important to have smoke or a possible fire detected as
soon as possible. With FireTecPro you can detect smoke
and extinguish a fire in a 19’’ cabinet within less than 10
seconds.
Protect the heart of your company. Protect your crucial data
and investments, because half of the companies will not reopen after a serious fire incident, even when their insurance
company paid off the loss and damages, because a
company cannot exist without its documents and important
data.
The FireTecPro unit detects smoke with two independent
optical temperature sensors. In the first phase of the
detection the FireTecPro will give an alarm signal and in the
second alarm phase the extinguishing will start immediately.
The smoke inside the cabinet is even detected faster
because of a fan suction mechanism.
The FireTecPro is operated by our own software which
monitors all components in the circuit and generates alarmand malfunction notifications that are shown in the LED
display on the front of the unit, such as pressure of the
extinguishing cylinders, fan speed, door contact sensors,
battery voltage and the smoke detectors. Next to this, the
FireTecPro has an internal battery that makes sure the unit
will keep on running for another 4 hours when a power down
will occur.

The FireTecPro has a backlit LED display clearly showing the
alarm- and malfunction notifications and because of the sounder
it is very clear when a malfunction occurs. The standard menu
language is English (other languages on request).

The FireTecPro is easy to install and low maintenance. The
smoke detectors can easily be cleaned by taking out the sliding
drawer on the back of the unit. After extinguishing, the
replacement of cylinders and pressure switches can be done
easily and quickly.
On the back of the unit it is possible to connect external alarm
contacts such as external smoke detectors, door contact sensors,
a manual remote fire extinguish activator or a phase 1 or phase 2
alarm contact for notifications sent to the fire detection panel.
With the FireTecPro DUO concept you can connect multiple
FireTecPro systems and extinguish multiple cabinets at once.
Two cabinets with a maximum volume up to 3.2m3 can be
extinguished with 1 single FireTecPro unit.

Features of the FireTecPro

Novec1230 by 3M, what is it?

The FireTecPro is a complete fire protection system for
server cabinets. Easy to understand and to control by using
the LED display on the front. FireTecPro extinguishes the
cabinet itself, not the entire room, so less extinguishing
agent is needed and a lot of costs will be saved. Because of
the inside cabinet extinguishing the fire is also put out much
quicker and unnecessary shut-downs are prevented. The
system is active 24/7. Very environmental friendly, no ozone
depletion potential because of the use of Novec1230 by 3M.
FM-200 extinguishing agent is also possible to order.

Novec1230 is often used as an extinguishing agent. It is very
environmental friendly, it is ozone friendly, zero ozone
depletion potential and has an atmospheric lifetime of
approximately 5 days and a Global Warning Potential of 1.
Another advantage is that Novec1230 is non-hazardous. If
anyone should come into contact with Novec1230, no harm
will be done as it only removes the
oxygen around the fire by absorbing
the heat. Therefore it is possible to be
in the same area as the extinguishant
is released. Just to be safe we always
advise to evacuate in case of fire.

FireTecPro is a fully self-contained fire detection and
suppression system and very easy to install. Requires little
to no fire engineering design, floor space or installation
costs. FireTecPro is transportable, it moves easily with the
cabinet or to another cabinet. FireTecPro is the ideal
solution for manned control rooms and unmanned site
applications. Besides working on a stand-alone basis, the
FireTecPro can also be controlled remotely with the i-BOX.
Environmental control is also possible by connecting
sensors like door contacts and external smoke detectors.
FireTecPro can be connected to the fire security system.
Improved control and integration with the main system.
Compact 2HE 19’’ chassis mounting. Front panel key
system active/isolate. Clear LED display. On-site/remote
condition monitoring (audio and visual). Monitored alarm/
fault circuits. Alarms and faults with audio visual notification.
Coincident alarm to exclude false alarm. Battery back-up (4
hours stand-by). Fan/power shutdown control (30A relay set
with CEE plugs). Components are EMC tested. CE mark
tested.

Another big advantage of Novec1230 is
that it is a non-conductive fluid. It is the
best
extinguishing
agent
for
electronics. When released it is a very
fine mist and will focus on the fire.
There it isolates the heat of the fire and
uses its own ability to cool to extinguish
the fire faster.
Novec 1230 is capable of extinguishing
fires classified as A, B, C, E and F,
therefore it is more than fit for use in
the FireTecPro.

Technical specifications
Dimensions: 19” (485 mm) width x 2U (88 mm) height x 460
mm depth. Standard size for 600 mm cabinet. Also available
for 800 mm and 1000 mm deep cabinets.
Smoke detection: Optical smoke detectors with suction
system.
Extinguishant type: Novec 1230, FM-200.
Input voltage: 110V, up to 230V AC via single fuse in socket.
Inputs: External alarm contacts. External extinguishing
activation/abortion.
Outputs: 1st phase alarm contacts. 2nd phase alarm
contacts. Error report output. External connection with i-BOX.
External extinguishing activation.
Display language: English and other languages on request.
Battery back up: 1 x 2 AH battery.
Operating temperature: 0 to 50 degrees Celsius.
Humidity: Max. 95% (non-condensing).
Management: Optional by i-BOX monitoring system.

Basic information gathering steps
Your FireTecPro account manager and our product
manager is always willing to help you with quotations,
questions or special client requests. But we do need
basic information concerning the local situation and
application.
Calculate the volume of the cabinet and specifically
mention the cabinet depth. The nozzle pipe length has to
be adjusted to the maximum depth of the cabinet making
sure that the Novec1230 can spread quickly and evenly.
For a total volume up to 1,7 cubic meters you need the
single cylinder version. For a volume up to 3,2 cubic
meters you need 2 cylinders.

< 1,7 m3 = 1 cylinder
> 1,7 m3, < 3,2 m3 = 2 cylinders
Two cabinets smaller than 1,7 cubic meters that are
connected can be fitted with the duo-option; One 19 Inch
unit fitted with two cylinders can be installed into a cabinet
with one nozzle allocated to the primary cabinet and the
second nozzle allocated to the secondary cabinet. Also
two additional smoke detectors will be fitted into the
secondary cabinet.
Do take notice of external cooling fans and the
accumulated power consumtion in Amperes. Cooling fans
should be shut down during a fire incident preventing
fresh air (oxygen) from stoking up the fire source.
Consider adding a power shut down unit. A total power
shut down is prefered from a fire fighting point of view.

FireTecPro models and options
FireTecPro with Novec1230, 1.7 m³ or 3.2 m³ flood
capability
• 1.7 m3 (1 cylinder) or 3.2 m3 (2 cylinders) Novec1230 flood
capability.
• Designed to fit in cabinets of minimal 600mm depth.
• Contains two optical smoke detectors.
• Low gas pressure warning.
• LCD display shows status.
• User can make personal adjustments in the software by a
simple program, shown on the LCD display.
• FireTecPro can, in case of fire, control and shut-down the
power in the cabinet.

FireTecPro with FM-200, 1.5 m³ or 3.0 m³ flood capability

Following a serious fire incident:

• 1.5 m3 (1 cylinder) or 3.0 m3 (2 cylinders) FM-200 flood
capability.
• Designed to fit in cabinets of minimal 600mm depth.
• The same features as the FireTecPro Novec1230 unit.

50% never re-open*
*NIVRE research

FireTecPro + i-BOX

• Monitors the area where the FireTecPro is active.
• Includes inputs to monitor the entire room.
• Shocks, temperature, humidity, airflow, access control (card
readers), etc.
• Monitors currents on PDU.
• Non specific analogue and digital inputs.
• Real time condition, status and alarm monitoring.

Ask your distributor for all available models and options.

Important maintenance notice

Worldwide support

Although the FireTecPro is very low maintenance the
following points do need attention occasionally:

The FireTecPro is shipped across the globe. Our goal is to be able
to give technical support to our end users, no matter which
location, thanks to our local distributors. Many of these distributors
are also certified (re)fill stations for our extinguishing cylinders
containing Novec1230 or FM-200. With this solution it is not
necessary for us to ship pre-filled cylinders which gives us the
ability to keep costs as low as possible.



Periodically the smoke detectors have to be
cleaned from dust with a vacuum cleaner. The
interval depends on the environment and if dust
filters are installed locally or not. In most
applications once a year is sufficient. Dust
contamination will affect the fire detection
capabilities of the smoke detectors.



The onboard battery needs to be exchanged
every three years. The up– time the battery can
support will reduce over time and three years is
the regular life span of the battery.



The cylinders have to be replaced every five
years. The Novec1230 will start to degrade after
five years loosing its fire extinguishing
capabilities slowly but surely. FireTecPro never
keeps Novec1230 cylinders in stock. This
extends the lead time but it also ensures that our
client will always have the maximum life span of
their new cylinders.

Thanks to the close cooperation with our distributors we make
sure we can give technical support in the language spoken by our
customers. This is of course a big advantage.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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